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“Visit Hamburg” - The second largest city in Germany” 
 
 

Moin, Moin, 
 
 
With this greeting, I want to wake your interest in Hamburg, not only from what you can read on the internet 
or in travel books, but from Manfred’s viewpoint.  As indicated in my Q2 Eurogrease podium, Hamburg serves 
as a cruise port due to its good accessibility by car, train or plane.  However, when I moved to Hamburg in 
1986, after having lived until then in Cologne (by the way the fourth largest city in Germany after Berlin, 
Hamburg and Munich), I thought I would be living by the seaside. So, on my first weekend there, I took the 
car to see the North Sea. This took me almost 2 hours one way on country roads, and then the water was too 
far away due to the low tide. On Monday morning in the office, I complained to my local colleagues, many of 
whom had spent their seaside weekend on the Baltic Sea shore without tides and only 1 hour away by 
Autobahn to the east. Thus, for a quick seaside getaway, I recommend visiting Groemitz, Kellenhusen or 
Timmendorfer Strand. The latter you can combine with a visit to the Hansestadt Lübeck 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lübeck), one of the nicest Brick Gothic architecture cities and listed by 
UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. 
 
If you want it rougher, as the North Sea is compared to the Baltic Sea, it takes less than 4 hours one way on 
a high-speed ferry (https://www.helgoline.de/en/) to reach the small island of Heligoland. Heligoland is the 
only German island that is not close to shore and is known from the Heligoland Zanzibar Treaty (1890), where 

Germany traded colonial territories in Africa for the former 
British owned island.  Another famous island connected by a 
dam with train tracks is Sylt. It takes a bit more than 3 hours 
from Hamburg, but the sand cliffs and the surf are wonderful, 
as are a lot of pricy restaurants.  
 
But I wanted to talk about Hamburg itself and not only its 
surroundings. My experience living in Hamburg is quite 
limited since I left Hamburg before the wall came down. 
Beginning 2010, I travelled more frequently to 
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Hamburg, where wind power certifiers De Norske Veritas and Germanischer Lloyd (now merged) are 
headquartered. On one of those trips Andrea and our daughter Olivia, who lived in Berlin at that time, joined 
me. Olivia commented on the public transport map of Hamburg that it looked cute compared to Berlin. 
Included in Hamburg’s well-established public transport system are boats that take you across to the 
Harbour.  



 
A trip with the S-Bahn takes you to the little town of Blankenese with its Villas of the captain’s widows or 
further down the Elbe River to the Willkomm-Höft, literally a Ship Greeting Station Welcome Point. Hamburg 
is also famous for its Alster Lake and all its canals through the residential areas which were built in the late 
1800s carrying the bricks by barges. In fact, Hamburg has more bridges than Venice, Amsterdam & London 
combined. The area around the Alster Lake was not damaged much during World War II, as the Allied Troops 
focused their bombing on the port area. You can distinguish old buildings from those built after WW II by 
their higher ceilings. The renovated historic port (Speicherstadt) area is an entirely new section of the city 
with its crown jewel, the Elbphilharmonie at the riverfront. Being a port city, Hamburg historically has night 
life, especially the St. Pauli red light district – experienced travellers tour there only during the day.  But 
Hamburg also hosts a lot of musicals as well and its Opera Ballet is well known even outside Germany. 
 
Looking forward to seeing you in Hamburg and please do not hesitate to contact me for any travel related 
questions! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manfred Jungk 
ELGI Director 
 

Moin, moin is the greeting used in Hamburg at any time of the day, 

even if the word means morning!! 

 


